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CE3S Announces Strategic Partnership with SCS to Enhance ESD 
Process Control Solutions 
 
HARRISBURG, PA ― May 2024 ― Cumberland Electronics Strategic Supply Solutions 
(CE3S), your strategic sourcing, professional solutions and distribution partner, proudly 
announces its new partnership with SCS (Static Control Solutions), a Division of Desco 
Industries. As a Desco focused distributor, this 
strategic collaboration with SCS enhances CE3S' 
ability to deliver expanded ESD process control 
solutions to its partners.  
 
CE3S and SCS are joining forces to offer superior-quality ESD process control solutions to 
manufacturers. Through this partnership, CE3S will provide its partners with access to a 
wide range of cutting-edge static control products from SCS, ensuring enhanced 
performance and reliability in their manufacturing processes. 

 
"CE3S is excited to announce our partnership with SCS, a well-known leader in static control 
solutions," said Jeremy Wagner, President at CE3S. "This collaboration enables us to 
empower our customers to achieve superior ESD process control and optimize their 
manufacturing operations." 

 
Under the agreement, CE3S will offer SCS products, including the SCS Power Relay for WS 
Aware Monitors, WS Aware Dual-Wire Monitors and the Static Management Program (SMP) 
Software. Each product offers advanced capabilities designed to enhance ESD process 
control, ensuring optimal performance and reliability in manufacturing environments.  
 
For more information about CE3S' partnership with SCS and their products, visit 
www.ce3s.com.  

 
### 

About CE3S 
Established in 1962, CE3S has built a legacy as a trusted provider of quality goods and services. Our 
enduring presence, coupled with the wisdom of our seasoned employees, empowers us to introduce 
innovative ideas and practical solutions to your everyday procurement needs. With knowledgeable 
salespeople always ready to assist, CE3S offers an exceptional customer experience with no 
minimum order constraints, an extensive inventory for a wide selection, and invaluable assistance in 
part selection and cross-referencing. 
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